2019-2020 Kudos and highlights!

Together we helped students transition to online learning; created new COVID-19 FAQs; facilitated policy and grading changes; ensured key services and support reached students remotely; learned ins and outs of Zoom; and cared for kids, parents, partners, and pets.

Beth Soberg kept core Student Affairs office operations rolling in person and online; facilitated standard, variance, and remote exam administration; and put a bird on it whenever possible.

Jason Stebner expanded his data query and spreadsheet skills to inform decisions, meet reporting requirements, and equip advisors to support students; fulfilled one-off records requests; brought bar certifications online; and bought a house during a global pandemic!

Paula Swanson deployed institutional wisdom and coordination with Central U on GPAS implementation; kept students informed through key communications and web updates; facilitated thousands of enrollments and grade entries; and fostered animals in need.

Nubia Esparza led Orientation and trained peer leaders for year-round support of 1Ls; provided guidance amid intense Law Council tension; launched new Student Affinity Council to support needs of diverse students; kept Mondale conversations going virtually through COVID-19 and the Law series; and turned 40!

Noelle Noonan tirelessly led Student Affairs team; advised, supported, and redirected students (and sometimes colleagues); coordinated key process improvements both in and beyond department; provided key insight on Ed Policy; AND represented interests of PA and Law School employees as P&A Senate Chair.